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 MENTit: The Launch 

MENTit completed the BETA testing of the portal with limited functionalities in Aug 2018.  

The test was successful with more than 280 mentors from more than 5 countries registering 

online in 60 days. We selected about 100 mentor profiles to go live. MENTit portal is live 

now with all the features. 

MENTit: Growing Partnerships 

New Developments 

Mentees can post their mentoring needs in our portal and mentors will be able to offer the 

mentoring to them easily. We will be able to showcase the mentoring needs captured by 

MENTit using the page called POSTS BY MENTEES.  

Customer Ambassador Program 

The program is called FIVE FOR LIFE. Customers (MENTORS/MENTEES) can join this program 

from their dashboard and get a unique link to be shared with the friends. Whenever friends 

register as a paid mentor, or avail any service & pay, a 5 % financial incentive will be 

provided to the ambassador. And that’s not only once. The uniqueness of this program is its 

life-time applicability. It means not only for the first time, in future too, whenever the user 

referred by the ambassador pays to MENTit for future services, the ambassador will earn 5% 

incentive. Ambassadors can track their earnings from their dashboards.  

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT & CONTRIBUTIONS. WE CAN EXPAND 

POSSIBILITIES TOGETHER. PLEASE VISIT www.MENTit.org 

NEGSAT: A Milestone & 

Recognition 

Next Generation Skills Analytics and 

Testing (NEGSAT), our holding company 

received the coveted recognition from 

the Government of India. This opens 

multiple opportunities for MENTit, 

starting from the possibility of 

investments, tax exemptions and other 

benefits from incubation centres across 

India.  

MENTit is proud to announce increasing number of partners in the venture. We have now 10 

partners from 4 different countries who has officially joined as entrepreneurs with 

investments as shareholders. Our partnership model is designed to empower individuals 

with passion and commitment to contribute to the mission and vision of MENTit while 

taking an active part in the growth of the business. Partners work in their flexible time on 

pre-determined areas based on their interest with a revenue sharing and profit sharing 

model. 
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